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ABSTRACT

Research on automatic music transcription has largely focused on
multi-pitch detection; there is limited discussion on how to obtain a
machine- or human-readable score transcription. In this paper, we
propose a method for joint multi-pitch detection and score transcrip-
tion for polyphonic piano music. The outputs of our system include
both a piano-roll representation (a descriptive transcription) and a
symbolic musical notation (a prescriptive transcription). Unlike tra-
ditional methods that further convert MIDI transcriptions into musi-
cal scores, we use a multitask model combined with a Convolutional
Recurrent Neural Network and Sequence-to-sequence models with
attention mechanisms. We propose a Reshaped score representation
that outperforms a LilyPond representation in terms of both predic-
tion accuracy and time/memory resources, and compare different in-
put audio spectrograms. We also create a new synthesized dataset
for score transcription research. Experimental results show that the
joint model outperforms a single-task model in score transcription.

Index Terms— Automatic music transcription, sequence-to-
sequence models, score transcription.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic music transcription (AMT), whose aim is to convert mu-
sic audio recordings into some form of music notation, is a core
problem in the field of music signal analysis [1]. It is usually consid-
ered as the music equivalent of automatic speech recognition (ASR),
and can be useful for applications such as music search, music tu-
toring, music accompaniment, and building music archives. AMT is
generally considered as a combination of several subtasks includ-
ing multi-pitch detection, onset/offset detection, voice separation,
rhythm quantisation, score formatting. A large part of work in AMT
falls under the tasks of multi-pitch detection and onset/offset detec-
tion (e.g. [2, 3]), which are often referred to jointly as note tracking.

Due to the increased performance of note tracking systems, the
problem of audio-to-score transcription (A2S), or complete music
transcription, has started to attract research interest. A2S, targeting
at estimating human- or machine-readable scores from music audio,
is an under-explored problem and a challenging task because it in-
cludes other tasks beyond multi-pitch detection and onset/offset de-
tection, such as meter estimation, rhythm quantisation, note duration
estimation and voice separation.

The recent literature has mainly focused on two approaches for
complete transcription: 1) traditional methods transcribe music au-
dio step by step in the order of subtasks [4, 5], and 2) end-to-end
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methods design algorithms that directly convert an audio input to a
score format in the form of Western staff notation [6, 7, 8, 9]. Com-
pared to traditional methods, end-to-end methods do not face the
risk of accumulated errors in different steps. The first attempt to-
wards A2S with end-to-end methods adopts sequence-to-sequence
models as presented in [6], which proves A2S can be performed
in an end-to-end manner. However, the work is limited to mono-
phonic or two-melody polyphonic music, constrained note durations
and 4/4 time signatures. Another end-to-end A2S system developed
in [7, 8, 9] makes use of a convolutional recurrent neural network
(CRNN) with connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss. It
uses a CTC-friendly score data representation to achieve higher per-
formance. However, the system is still limited to monophonic tran-
scription or a simple case of polyphonic transcription (string quarters
or Bach chorales). Another limitation among those above mentioned
end-to-end A2S methods is that they only output a beat-quantised
musical notation, lacking important descriptive information in mu-
sic analysis such as absolute time for note onsets and offsets.

In this work, we extend the use of end-to-end methods for A2S
to the more general application scenario of polyphonic piano music
with varying polyphony levels. Furthermore, we support the estima-
tion of music performance characteristics in a piano-roll format by
using a multitask end-to-end model composed of convolutional and
recurrent neural networks and sequence-to-sequence models with at-
tention mechanism.

Our main contributions are listed as follows: 1) we propose the
first holistic model that transcribes polyphonic piano music into both
a piano-roll format (corresponding to a descriptive notation of the
music audio) and a score in Western staff notation (corresponding to
a prescriptive notation of the musical audio); 2) we propose a new
score representation for modelling polyphonic music that learns and
predicts 7 times faster and performs better than the LilyPond format
[10] score representation on this model; 3) we evaluate the effect of
using different input time-frequency representations, including the
Short Time Fourier Transform, Mel Spectrogram, Constant-Q Trans-
form, Variable-Q Transform [11] and Harmonic Constant-Q Trans-
form [12]; and 4) to allow end-to-end training for an A2S system,
we create and publish a new dataset with collected score files from
MuseScore and synthesised music recordings for A2S research.

2. DATA REPRESENTATIONS

2.1. Audio data representations

Like in most AMT systems, we use as input a time-frequency repre-
sentation of the audio signal, and we compare commonly used time-
frequency representations. All representations are log-valued and
the signals are resampled to ensure the hop size of every spectro-
gram being equal to 10ms, which means equal length in the model
input. The time-frequency representations we compare are:



• STFT - Magnitude spectrogram from the Short Time Fourier
Transform with a Hanning window and FFT window length in
{1024, 2048}. Signal sampling rate is 44.1kHz.

• Mel Spectrogram - Mel Spectrogram with different FFT win-
dow length in {1024, 2048} and different number of Mel bands
in {128, 192, 256}. Signal sampling rate is 44.1kHz.

• Constant-Q Transform (CQT) - Spectrogram obtained from the
Constant-Q Transform [13], with bins per octave in {12, 24,
36, 48, 60}, number of octaves in {7, 8} and lowest frequency
equal to pitch A0=27.5 Hz, which is the lowest pitch in piano.
Signals are resampled at 25.6 kHz to fit a hop length of 256.

• Harmonic Constant-Q Transform (HCQT) - Spectrogram from
the Harmonic Constant-Q Transform proposed in [12], which is
a 3-dimensional spectrogram with CQTs based on shifted har-
monics. The parameters we select from are bins per octave in
{36, 60}, number of octaves in {5, 6} and number of harmonics
in {4, 5, 6}. Signals are resampled at 25.6kHz.

• Variable-Q Transform (VQT) - Spectrogram calculated from
Variable-Q Transform proposed in [11]. We select γ values in
{10, 20, 30}, number of bins per octave in {36, 60} and number
of octaves in {7, 8}. Signals are resampled at 25.6kHz.

2.2. Score data representations

One of the major challenges in developing an end-to-end A2S sys-
tem is selecting an output representation that can support polyphonic
music and includes various cues present in music scores. Compared
to sentence outputs in ASR tasks, music notation is much more struc-
tured and complex. Some of the most commonly used symbolic mu-
sic score encoding formats are MusicXML, **Kern, LilyPond, ABC
and PAE [14]. However, MusicXML is a verbose music encoding,
and the **Kern format only supports monophonic music per voice.
All the other three formats support polyphonic music and encode
music scores into strings. Here, we use the LilyPond [10] format as
a base representation for our score data representation.

Although much more concise than the MusicXML format, Lily-
Pond encoding is still complex with hierarchical structures such as
parts and voices. To make the transcription task simpler, we assume
that there are only two hand parts in piano music and only one voice
per hand, where each voice can have multiple concurrent notes. We
consider the left hand part and right hand part scores as two outputs
predicted jointly. In this way, we discard the hierarchical structure
of the LilyPond format and keep the most essential information in
two strings. We assume our model to predict one bar at a time, this
means that we only take into account the notes and rests in our score
data representation, no barline or key/time signature symbols are in-
cluded. We do not consider playing techniques such as trios, vibratos
nor rhythm structures such as triplets or quintuplets. The symbols we
use in LilyPond format are:
• Pitch - Combined with pitch chroma (e.g. ‘c’ for C, ‘cis’ forC]

and ‘ces’ forC[) and pitch height (e.g.‘ ′ ’ for higher octave and
‘ , ’ for lower octave, duplicate e.g. ‘ ′′ ’ for double octaves).

• Duration - We use numbers to represent durations, e.g. ‘8’ for
an 8th note duration (duration symbol can be omitted for a 4th
note duration). The same duration representation is used for
chords and rests. ‘ . ’ is added for dotted notes - resulting in
e.g. ‘4.’.

• Rest/Note/Chord - A rest is represented as ‘r’ followed by its
duration symbol. A note/chord is represented by its pitch(es)
and duration. Chord pitches are grouped by brackets (e.g.
pitches for a C major starting with a middel C is ‘〈 c′ e′ g′ 〉’)

• Tie - Ties are represented using ‘∼’, added to its start note, such
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Fig. 1. Example music score and corresponding LilyPond and Re-
shaped representation.

as ‘c4 ∼ c8’ for a tied note c, or ‘〈c ∼ e g〉4〈c f a〉2’ for a
tied c in chord.

Based on the above defined musical symbols, we compare the
following two score data representations; an example for the two
score representations can be seen in Figure 1.
• LilyPond representation - A representation based on LilyPond

encoding by removing extra symbols and keeping only the de-
scribed necessary symbols to reconstruct a musical score.

• Reshaped representation - Considering the length of a LilyPond
score representation and the difficulty in learning structural in-
formation, we propose a Reshaped data representation based
on the LilyPond representation that describes a score in a 2D
matrix of symbols. We assume a maximum of five concurrent
notes per hand, one for each finger, and the 2D matrix of sym-
bols is indexed by symbol index and time, where each time step
consists of (5+5+5+1=)16 symbols corresponding to five sym-
bols for each one of pitch names or rest, pitch heights, ties and
one symbol for duration. Each column of the matrix can recon-
struct a rest, note or a chord in a music score.

3. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

Based on the data representations described above, we build a
model1 that predicts a piano-roll Yp and a music score representa-
tion Ys = {Sr, Sl} from a music audio spectrogram input X , where
Sr and Sl are the sequences of score symbols for the right and left
hand parts. That is to find:

Yp, {Sr, Sl} = argmax
Yp∈Up,Sr∈Us,Sl∈Us

P (Yp, {Sr, Sl}|X) (1)

where Up is the universal set of possible piano-rolls and Us is the
universal set of score representation sequences for one hand part.
Although Yp and X are strictly time-aligned, Sr , Sl are not aligned
with X and have different lengths.

We design the model as a multitask learning model [15] with
a shared convolutional stack and three separate sequential models,
corresponding to Yp, Sr , and Sl. The convolutional stack of the
model has four convolutional layers, with a pooling layer in the mid-
dle of the stack following the second convolutional layer, and a linear
layer following the last convolutional layer. We use two layers of bi-
directional Gated Recurring Units (GRU) followed by a linear output
layer with ELU activation for the piano-roll prediction, resulting in a
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) together with the
shared convolutional stack. For scores, since we cannot ensure the

1https://github.com/cheriell/ICASSP2021-A2S
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Fig. 2. Model structure with layer sizes.

LilyPond score representation is always shorter than the input audio
spectrogram, which is a pre-requisite of using a CTC loss, we adopt
the more universal sequence-to-sequence model originally proposed
in neural machine translation [16], and use an attention mechanism
[17] to make the model capable of learning long sequences. Two
sequence-to-sequence models are added following the shared con-
volutional stack, for the right hand score Sr and the left hand score
Sl respectively. The encoder of a sequence-to-sequence model is
composed of two bi-directional GRU layers, and the decoder con-
sists of one (for LilyPond score representation, or 16 for Reshaped
score representation) embedding layer(s), one attention layer that at-
tends to the encoder output, two one-directional GRU layers and one
(for LilyPond representation, or 16 for Reshaped representation) lin-
ear output layer(s) with log-valued softmax activation. A diagram
explanation of our proposed model architecture and the dimensions
of each layer can be found in Figure 2.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Data

To obtain data to develop our model, we create a synthesized dataset2

using scores collected from the MuseScore website3. We do this as
a starting point and because there is a lack of AMT datasets that
provide score ground truth on both physical and musical time. A
dataset that best fits this task is the recently published ASAP dataset
[18], which will be investigated as future work. We collect scores in
MusicXML format, convert them to MIDI files, and synthesize audio
files using four piano models using the Native Instruments Kontakt
Player4. The scores we collect cover various key and time signatures,
tempos, modes and polyphony levels, but do not contain grace notes,
triplets, arpeggios, trios or other complex playing techniques. Some
statistics on the dataset are in Table 1.

We use a train/validation/test ratio of 8:1:1 in our experiments,
which corresponds to 168 pieces for training, 21 pieces for valida-
tion and 21 pieces for testing. Among the four piano models in the
dataset, we use three piano models in training and validation, and all
four piano models in testing. We keep the same train/validation/test
split throughout all experiments.

2MuseSyn dataset: https://zenodo.org/record/4527460
3https://musescore.com/hub/piano
4https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers

/kontakt-6-player/

Table 1. Dataset Statistics. For polyphony levels, the numbers out
of brackets are calculated without adding piano pedals, and the num-
bers in brackets are calculated with piano pedals.

Number of music pieces 210
Total hours 9.62 × 4 piano models
Total notes 222,219
Use of piano pedal 29% (61 pieces)
Maximum polyphony level 13 (26)
Average polyphony level 2.87 (3.21)
Time signatures 4/4, 3/4, 5/4, 6/8, 9/8, etc.
Key signatures 5 flats ∼ 6 sharps

4.2. Training and inference

In our experiments, all the input audio spectrograms are calculated
using librosa [19]. Python package pretty midi [20] is used to ex-
tract information from MIDI files. We use the default velocity-valued
piano-roll in pretty midi as our piano-roll reference, and the ground
truth downbeat times to cut audio recordings into bars. Zero padding
is added to the input audio spectrograms and piano-rolls. For score
representations, we split them into lists of symbols and consider
the symbols as tokens in a sentence like tokens in natural language
processing problems [21]. SOS, EOS and PAD symbols are added
to the sentences. Symbols are encoded by one-hot encoding. For
the Reshaped representation, the symbols are separately one-hot en-
coded, that is, we use separate index dictionaries for pitch name,
pitch height, tie and duration symbols.

For the piano-roll part, a minimum squared error loss is used
for the output during training. To obtain a binary piano-roll during
inference, we threshold the model’s output with a velocity value of
30, since low velocities are not audible. No post-processing steps
like smoothing, minimum duration pruning, gap filtering are applied.
The obtained note sequences form the binary piano rolls for note-
level evaluations.

For the score part, a negative log-likelihood loss is used for the
score representation. A 50% teacher forcing ratio [21] is used in the
training process. This means the models use the ground truth in the
decoding process with 50% chance, otherwise use the most prob-
able output symbol. During inference, a 0% teacher forcing ratio
is used, and we simply adopt a greedy decoding to obtain the pre-
dicted output sequence. To further obtain a full score transcription
from the models, we combine the predicted scores for all bars, and
post-process the scores by obtaining the most probable time signa-
ture, adding missing rests and removing extra rests. The final score
representation can be directly decoded to MusicXML format.

4.3. Experimental setup

Comparison of time-frequency representations: In this experi-
ment, we compare the performance on the use of the STFT, Mel
Spectrogram, CQT, HCQT and VQT as input representations and
their different parameters described in Section 2.1 for multi-pitch de-
tection. We assume the best input representation for multi-pitch de-
tection will perform well on score transcription, since the two tasks
are highly related. Hence, we use only the piano-roll part of our pro-
posed model, removing the pooling layer in the convolutional stack
to achieve higher resolution. Results for this comparison are evalu-
ated only on the three piano models used in model training.
Comparison of score representations: We use only the shared and
score component to compare the two score representations we de-
scribe in Section 2.2, keeping the convolutional stack and the two
sequence-to-sequence models for score prediction. We call the two

https://zenodo.org/record/4527460
https://musescore.com/hub/piano
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-6-player/
https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-6-player/


Table 2. F-measure of piano-roll prediction on different input repre-
sentations and models. Ff : frame-level; Fon: note-level onset only;
Fonoff : note-level onset and offset. The last two models use VQT
as input, and are evaluated on all four pianos in the dataset.

Input representations/Models Ff Fon Fonoff

STFT 89.5 81.0 61.7
Mel Spectrogram 89.0 82.1 63.0
CQT 91.9 85.4 67.4
HCQT 91.0 84.1 65.3
VQT 91.9 85.7 68.5
Piano-roll only 86.4 67.6 52.0
Joint 88.0 66.7 53.6

Fig. 3. Example transcription output. Upper grand staff: ground
truth. Lower grand staff: transcription output, ground truth key sig-
nature is used for visualisation purposes.

models Score-only model with LilyPond or Reshaped representa-
tion. The best performing spectrogram from the previous compari-
son is used as our input representation.
Combination of piano-roll and symbolic score: Using the best in-
put and score representation from the above, and the full multi-task
model, we train a Joint model that simultaneously predicts a piano-
roll transcription and a symbolic score transcription. We compare
this new model with Piano-roll only and Score-only models to see
how the two tasks influence each other.

4.4. Evaluation metrics

For the input representation experiment, we evaluate the perfor-
mance with the AMT benchmark frame-level and note-level onset
only and onset-offset evaluation metrics [22]. We use an onset tol-
erance of 50ms and keep the offset tolerance to be 20% of the note
duration, or 50ms, which ever is larger, as is used in the MIREX
public evaluations [22].

For score evaluation, since there is no existing standard A2S
evaluation metric, we use the following two metrics as an indication
of the system’s performance:
• Word error rate (WER) of the LilyPond representation, adopted

from neural machine translation tasks [21]. For the Reshaped
representation, we first reconstruct the output to the LilyPond
format and then calculate the word error rate to the ground truth
LilyPond representation.

• MV2H metric proposed in [23] for complete AMT evaluation.
We use four of the sub-metrics: multi-pitch detection accu-
racy (Fp), voice separation accuracy (Fvoi), metrical alignment
accuracy (Fmet), note value detection accuracy (Fval). Sub-
metric harmonic analysis is not included since we do not in-
clude key detection and chord estimation. The overall accu-
racy of this metric (FMV 2H ) is the average over the four sub-
metrics. In this work, we use the v1.0 of this metric, assuming
our transcription and the input audio are time-aligned.

Table 3. Word error rates and MV2H results in percentage for dif-
ferent models. LilyPond: Score-only model with LilyPond represen-
tation; Reshaped: Score-only model with Reshaped representation;
Joint: Joint model with Reshaped representation. Models evaluated
on four pianos in the dataset.

WER werright werleft wer
LilyPond 38.0 39.0 38.5
Reshaped 37.8 34.5 36.2
Joint 37.6 35.3 36.5
MV2H Fp Fvoi Fmet Fval FMV 2H

LilyPond 66.7 90.3 94.8 93.2 86.3
Reshaped 69.6 89.7 94.8 93.7 86.9
Joint 71.1 90.8 94.9 94.4 87.8

4.5. Results

Table 2 shows the F-scores of benchmark frame-level and note-level
evaluation metrics on the model predictions on different input au-
dio spectrograms with their best performing parameters, and on the
Piano-roll only model and Joint model under the best input repre-
sentation we find. Among the five spectrogram types, VQT shows
the best performance, with a γ value of 20, and 8 octaves × 60 bins
per octave in the frequency axis. No large performance difference
on this metric is found between the Piano-roll only model and the
Joint model. More detailed results on other parameters and preci-
sion/recall are described in our experiment report5.

Table 3 shows the WER evaluation and MV2H evaluation re-
sults on score prediction for the two Score-only models and the Joint
model we described in Section 4.3. All inputs are VQT spectrograms
with 8× 60 frequency bins and a γ value equal to 20. Results show
the Reshaped representation is slightly better than the LilyPond rep-
resentation in both metrics. The Reshaped representation also out-
performs the LilyPond representation in terms of the time and mem-
ory resources required (around 7 times faster and half the memory).
The Joint model performs better than the Score-only model with Re-
shaped representation in terms of MV2H evaluation metric, which
suggests an advantage in adding the piano-roll prediction task.

One example ground truth score and its transcription from the
Joint model is in Figure 3. In the example, the model does well
in predicting meters and harmonies and can transcribe the melodies
in general. Main errors include octave errors, note duration errors,
extra/missing note errors and voice separation errors.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a model as a first step of joint multi-pitch
detection and score transcription based on CRNN and Sequence-to-
sequence models with an attention mechanism. We propose a matrix-
like score data representation that is more efficient in learning and
prediction compared to a LilyPond representation. We use the VQT
spectrogram as the input representation for its best performance on
multi-pitch detection among five types of commonly used repre-
sentations. We train and evaluate our model on a new synthesized
dataset we create for A2S research. The model we currently devel-
oped uses ground truth downbeat times to split bars and is not fully
automatic. In future work, we will try our model in other datasets
with real recordings (e.g. MAPS [24] and ASAP [18]) as well as use
a beat tracker or similar to estimate downbeat times. Additionally,
including skip connections between the piano-roll and score compo-
nents can possibly help the tasks learn more from each other.

5https://cheriell.github.io/documents/report/A2S report.pdf
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